Under real-time operation, early detection of oscillations that lead to instability is of noteworthy importance for power system operators. This paper demonstrates how the relative angle (RA) obtained with online data from phasor measurement units (PMUs) and predefined thresholds of the relative angle (PTRA) obtained with offline simulations are valuable for the monitoring and prediction of transient stability. Primary features of the method consist of first calculating the maximum and minimum relative angles by offline simulations of different contingencies. Next, the voltage angles at buses that represent areas of the power system are measured to calculate the center of inertia (COI). Finally, the RA of the generators at each area is determined during the online operation to monitor stability behaviors and identify those that lead to a loss of synchronism. The method was validated in the New England 39-bus and the IEEE 118-bus power systems by performing contingencies, finding critical stability angles, monitoring areas and controlling the predicted unstable events with control actions, such as generation and load tripping, with enough time to return to stability.
Introduction
Nowadays, power systems are operated closer to their safety limits and some disturbances can produce instabilities that lead to service interruption or blackouts [1] . Therefore, real-time monitoring is important for electricity companies and new applications for power system security are still needed. Nevertheless, in recent years, phasor measurement unit (PMU) installations have increased considerably, allowing the availability of real-time data that show the system's dynamic operating behavior [2] . This opens the possibility to develop an efficient monitoring application for more robust and secure power systems.
Usually, angular stability studies are carried out for the first swing, after the clearance of disturbances [3] . However, the first swing could show a stable operation and the subsequent oscillations lead to a loss of synchronism due to small disturbances [4] . Those angular behaviors that lead to instability are not easily detected because some state estimators could be considering unsynchronized data from the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), where the deviation is mainly due to the asymmetrical time between measurements [5] . These anomalies can be removed with the use of synchronized measurements [6] , that have time stamps referenced by the global positioning system
Materials and Methods
In this section, the angle stability theory, rotor angles trajectories, the relative angle thresholds are formulated. The offline and online algorithms with the steps used to predict the transient instability are also included.
Angle Stability Analysis
Angle stability refers to the ability of generators connected to the power system to remain synchronous after being subjected to a disturbance [12, 13] , and depends on the ability to maintain or restore balance among the torques that affect the machine. However, the mechanical power of the generator does not change instantly and involves large excursions in the rotor angle of generators, which is influenced by the non-linear relationship between the real power and the angle [14] .
Therefore, the mechanical power must be equal to the electrical power before the disturbance as shown in Equation (1) neglecting friction and damping losses. In this case, power losses are neglected and the term P a , which is the accelerating power (left part of the equation) can be written as P a = P m − P e , where the term P m is the mechanical power and P e is the electrical power. We introduce H as the inertia constant and δ i as the rotor angle of the system to obtain:
When a fault occurs, the electrical power changes abruptly and the mechanical power is maintained, producing acceleration or deceleration in the rotor angles of generators. Thus, the expression shown in Equation (1) is useful to calculate the absolute angles and the angular tendency by extrapolating the variables calculated for a system with multiple generators [15] .
In Equation (1), the electrical power must be equal to the power transfer to the terminal bus of each machine as defined in Equation (2) , where P ij is the power that flows from i to the terminal bus j of the system, E i is the voltage in bus i, E j is the voltage in bus j, Y ij is the admittance that connects the element between i and j, θ ij is the angle of the element connected between i and j, δ i is the voltage angle in i, and δ j is the voltage angle in j. In this case, the term i corresponds to an internal point in the machine and j to the bus that connects the terminal of the machine:
Voltage in the terminal of the machine (E j ) is calculated with Equation (3), where E i is the internal voltage of the machine, R a is the internal resistance of the machine, I ij is the current flowing from the machine to the terminal bus of generator j, and X d is the transient reactance of the generator i:
A power system with n buses and m generators, represented by dynamic models, is considered in this research. Then, the behavior of the rotor angle δ i of a synchronous generator is defined as shown in Equation (4) , where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . m represents the number of generators, and ω is the angular frequency of the system:
The dynamic behavior of the power system during transient stability are determined with Equations (1) and (4) [16] . The solutions of these equations represent the dynamic behavior of the power system in the time domain and allow determining the response of all the studied variables (i.e., δ i , ω i ). However, finding such solutions during online operation has proven to be quite inefficient because these techniques are computationally demanding and require extensive memory to predict and assess the dynamic behavior of the power system for real-time operation. In addition, to find a good solution, it is necessary to know in detail the topology of the electrical network.
Rotor Angle Trajectories
When a fault occurs, the electric power supplied to the system changes and the mechanical power remains constant, instantly producing differences between the values of the electromagnetic torque and mechanical torque and resulting in a rotor speed increase or decrease with highly non-linear variation [3] , This results in a change in the RA, which can be calculated and used to determine a reference similar to the use of the COI, and subsequently, the stability index to predict the loss of synchronism during transient events.
Currently, from the perspective of online stability prediction, it is complex to analyze the dynamic behavior of the whole power system. However, it is possible to achieve a characteristic trajectory of the generators by simulations and short-term real-time data and priority information of the bus phase angle supplied by PMUs to identify when the rotor angle trajectory moves away and causes a loss of synchronism.
The phase angle and the relative phase difference can change significantly in the power system, which is determined by the power transfer and the available transmission lines of the power system. The predicted loss of synchronism between generators when the system is subjected to a disturbance can be observed through the rotor angle variations [17] . Rotor angle is calculated with respect to a reference machine; however, this can be calculated with respect to the RA of the power system, which is a common transformation used for transient stability analysis.
For a system that contains multiple machines, the transient stability can be predicted using the RA. The COI is an index associated with each area based on equivalent inertia and rotor angles represented by a group of generators in area [2] . The COI is useful because it describes the transient behavior of the angle with respect to the RA of the system and not only a reference machine [4, 18] . The COI also has the advantage of being more symmetrical in terms of identifying the angle trajectories because a generation plant or area may eventually lose synchronism with respect to the power system and this could be not detected by the protection relays.
Assuming that all generators of an area oscillate in a coherent manner, an equivalent machine can be obtained with adequate accuracy [2] . The formulation of the COI is calculated by means of Equation (5) is used to determine the stability, where δ i is the rotor angle of the generator i with respect to the reference machine, H i is the inertia constant of each generator, H j is the equivalent inertia of the area, and δ COI−j is the angular center of each area:
where
However, due to the difficulties in obtaining the internal angle of generators and considering that this calculation consumes time for obtaining a result during the short-term transient stability, in this work this angle has been estimated from the phase angle voltage measured by PMUs at the bus where the generator is connected as in Reference [11] , because angular oscillation is close to the internal generator angle and the phase voltage angle.
Considering that the power system has r areas, the COI of the system can be calculated as in Equation (7) [18], The term H T is the total inertia of the power system and δ COI−SIST is the angular center of the system:
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Finally, the RA of each areaθ i with respect to the COI of the system is defined as in Equation (8):
After detecting instability in the real-time frame, the next step is to find weak areas that must be controlled to prevent the loss of synchronism and ensure the stable operation of the system. With the computation of δ COI−SIST in Equation (7) and the RA of each area in Equation (8) , the behavior of each area can be monitored because the RA of an area can move away from the center of inertia of the power system (δ COI−SIST ), which represents an acceleration or deceleration that must be controlled.
Relative Angle Thresholds for Weak Areas
The RA formulation is used to calculate the maximum and minimum values of the angle of each area, or PTRA. This is performed by simulating different disturbances in the power system and identifying stability margins through a maximum thresholdθ high (PTRAmax) and a minimum thresholdθ low (PTRAmin) within the power system that allow reliable and secure operation. The PTRAmax and PTRAmin are determined by simulating different disturbances in the power system and can be expressed as in Equation (9) and Equation (10) . The termθ ij is the relative angle of each area i,θ high−i is the maximum relative angle determined for the area i after evaluating disturbances,θ low−i is the minimum relative angle determined for the area after disturbances, i = 1, 2, . . . , n represents each area evaluated, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , and m represents each disturbance evaluated:
When the RA of an area is greater thanθ high−i , the area i is separating from the electrical network and must be controlled to avoid instability to the rest of the system. Because disconnection of the area should be the last action to consider, the disconnection of generation is performed in the area to control the variations and avoid reaching the unstable zone [19] . When the RA of an area decreases more than the predefined valueθ low−i a separation of the area i is seen in the behavior of the angles. Likewise, disconnection of the area should be the last action to consider, in which case, load shedding is used to balance the generator that does not accelerate at the same speed as the rest of the generators to maintain synchronism. Figure 1 shows the diagram of the methodology applied in this research. The algorithm has two main processes that are conducted for monitoring and predicting transient stability: an offline solution and an online approach. Both processes start reading data from the power system and finish with the applied control to solve the problem detected. Some control actions are applied in this research to demonstrate how the prediction works for the times selected by the algorithm.
Algorithms for Monitoring and Predicting Transient Stability

Measurements
Measurements in the power system are carried out with PMUs located in different buses. To perform offline simulation and online monitoring and prediction, PMUs located in the network are divided into two groups and help calculate the parameters and variables needed for the procedure as follows. The first group of PMUs, located in different nodes of the network, helps identify the states of the elements, update the parameters for the offline simulation, and calculate PTRA max and PTRA min . The second group of PMUs is located in buses where the COI and RA of generators and areas can be calculated to continuously monitor transient stability and predict oscillations that exceed the limits and become unstable.
areas can be calculated to continuously monitor transient stability and predict oscillations that exceed the limits and become unstable. 
Offline Algorithm
The offline algorithm starts updating the parameters from the power grid through measurements in the power system. Then, offline simulations of different events that represent the risk of operation are performed. PTRAmin and PTRAmax are then calculated through multiple simulations, storing the voltage angles to calculate the relative angle and compare them with the data obtained from the PMUs; thus, with these values, the relative angle and the transient stability can be monitored.
A post-contingency study N-1 is performed by means of dynamic simulations with an equal failure occurrence probability function for all the transmission lines as well as nodal variation of the load. The results are stored in a database considering each simulated scenario to calculate the relative angle at each area, the PTRAmax, and the PTRAmin of the system. Because this work focuses on a post-contingency wide area study for real-time operation, the proposed analysis only covers a short-term planning horizon and planning and expansion studies are not considered. Thus, the random variables of the power system as the topology of the network must be considered within this planning horizon to reflect in the most real possible way the behavior of the power system. Thus, the following data must be considered in the simulations: faults and transmission line tripping, unit commitment, topology of the network, and load estimation.
Several scenarios, therefore, are proposed for study to ensure the robustness in the database for determining the thresholds. Besides, some required considerations and models are included in the study for more realistic information regarding the post-contingency dynamic response of the power system, such as:
• Changes in power load: based on operating scenarios that consider both increases and decreases in load demand; • Unit commitment: some independent generators have constant generation; Figure 1 . Flowchart of the algorithms to predict transient stability.
The offline algorithm starts updating the parameters from the power grid through measurements in the power system. Then, offline simulations of different events that represent the risk of operation are performed. PTRA min and PTRA max are then calculated through multiple simulations, storing the voltage angles to calculate the relative angle and compare them with the data obtained from the PMUs; thus, with these values, the relative angle and the transient stability can be monitored.
A post-contingency study N-1 is performed by means of dynamic simulations with an equal failure occurrence probability function for all the transmission lines as well as nodal variation of the load. The results are stored in a database considering each simulated scenario to calculate the relative angle at each area, the PTRA max , and the PTRA min of the system. Because this work focuses on a post-contingency wide area study for real-time operation, the proposed analysis only covers a short-term planning horizon and planning and expansion studies are not considered. Thus, the random variables of the power system as the topology of the network must be considered within this planning horizon to reflect in the most real possible way the behavior of the power system. Thus, the following data must be considered in the simulations: faults and transmission line tripping, unit commitment, topology of the network, and load estimation.
• Changes in power load: based on operating scenarios that consider both increases and decreases in load demand; • Unit commitment: some independent generators have constant generation; • Random Probability function P R (5% < P R < 95%) in transmission line faults and short-circuit location. This is used to generate random numbers and simulate the fault distance in transmission lines; and For each scenario, the power flow was run to identify the operation state. Then, time-domain simulations were performed to determine dynamic post-contingency data and store the results in the database. Because the stability phenomenon considered in this research is short, a time window between six and eight seconds was selected due to the rapid changes presented during the event.
Online Algorithm
With respect to the online approach, the voltage phase angles obtained from the PMUs are used to calculate the COI and RA in the post-contingency state, which are used to observe and estimate the transient stability of the network and compare with the offline thresholds (PTRA max and PTRA min ). Then, the system monitors continually if the RA passes the limits with every event presented in the system. When an event is assumed to lead to instability, control actions are performed to prevent this.
Angle Stability Control
The main objective in the prediction of transient stability behavior is to decide and take early action to prevent loss of synchronism. Further, it aims at continuously monitoring the system in a closed-loop fashion in order to assess whether the control actions have been sufficient or should be reinforced [20] . However, preventive control actions must be added to the preventive control to deal with emergency situations. After critical disturbances studied in this article, the system oscillates and prompt decisions must be considered to maintain power system stability with actions such as generation programming, reactive compensation switching, load shedding, generation trips, shunt compensation switching, and power system separation [21] .
The solution presented in this article can be defined as preventive actions that use only time-domain simulation programs and emergency actions with real-time measurements. Then, the power system is continually monitored by using the RA and the thresholds. Thus, if the RA is greater than the maximum value PTRA max calculated in the offline process, then the angle will increase at a higher rate than the rest of the system and the oscillation will lead to instability; thus, generation must be disconnected from that area. However, if the RA is lower than the minimum value PTRA min calculated in the offline process, then the angle is decreasing with an area accelerating at a lower rate than the rest of the system and the oscillation will lead to instability; thus the load must be disconnected from the area. The load shedding and generation disconnection are activated once the maximum or minimum value of the PTRA is exceeded. As the main intention of this proposal is not to leave a complete area without electricity service, the generation considered disconnection between 33% and 66% of the maximum generation power at each area when the angle exceeds the PTRA max . Besides, load shedding was defined as blocks between 20% and 60% of the maximum load associated at each area when the angle exceeds PTRA min .
Results and Analysis
Case Study on the New England System
The methodology has been evaluated in the New England 39-bus power system shown in Figure 2 . This power system has been slightly modified to satisfy the security N-1 criteria and according to the large number of scenarios considered in the study. This power system has 10 generators, 12 transformers, 46 transmission lines, and 19 loads.
For the transient analysis, we considered simulations between six and eight seconds, each generator represents an area, the voltage angles of the buses are used to calculate the COI and RA that monitor each area, the system has the maximum and minimum PTRA to monitor and predict instability. Transformers next to generation buses were not considered because faults close to the generation plants create a more severe loss of synchronism. The PMUs were placed in buses where the generation plants were coupled. The PMUs were not located in all buses due to the large amount of data that would be generated and although it was found in several transient stability assessment methods, this was not practical. In addition, it would require a sophisticated communication method for the huge amount of information. In addition, the analysis performed in this research showed that it was not necessary to place PMUs in all the bases where the generation plants were connected because some areas oscillate coherently with others. Figure 2 presents the three zones where different oscillations were found with various simulated faults.
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For the calculation of PTRA, post-contingency data were first generated with different scenarios for the dynamic simulation considering various loadability conditions (i.e., load was changed by −5% and +10%), unit commitments (i.e., generation plants with constant power and considering that the load changes), and fault locations. For each scenario, the security of the network during the steady state was previously determined. The simulations were performed with the DIgSILENT POWERFACTORY software, considering three-phase faults, applied randomly in different locations of the power system. The disturbances were performed at each iteration, starting at zero seconds (0 s) until the critical time and the corresponding transmission line tripping. This critical time was different for each scenario. Assuming that the sample time was of 10 milliseconds as the updating time of PMUs and using the voltage phase angle of buses, the COI and RA were calculated for each area in each scenario, constituting a database for the values used to calculate PTRA max and PTRA min . Figure 3 shows a summary of the areas where the maximum and minimum thresholds were presented according to the zone of the fault. Figure 3a shows that when the fault occurs in Zone A, a PTRA max was registered in area 7 with angles between 40 • and 55 • for most scenarios. In some other scenarios, PTRA max was reached in area 5 and the angle had similar values to those shown in Figure 3a . Similarly, the PTRA min was presented in area 1 with angles between −10 • and −20 • . When the fault occured in one of the lines associated with Zone B, as shown in Figure 3b , PTRAmax was presented in Area 7 with values between 34° and 40°. Similarly, the minimum angle was presented in Area 1 (PTRAmin) with values between −10° and −15°.
When the contingency is presented in Zone C, the maximum angle (PTRAmax) was presented in Area 9 with values between 40° and 55°. The minimum angle (PTRAmin) was presented in Area 1 with angles between −10° and −15° as shown in Figure 3c .
Few critical contingencies do not allow calculating PTRAmax and PTRAmin when the line was tripped after the fault due to the behavior of the oscillations and loss of synchronism. Those events were presented in the Zone A with the Lines 16-19, 16-21, and 21-22, in Zone B with the Line 2-25, and in Zone C with the Line 28-29.
Three-Phase Fault
A disturbance in any part of the system will affect the rotor angles of the generators, and thereby, alter the phase angles of the buses. Thus, the fault must be isolated before the critical time for the system to avoid loss of synchronism and to return to an equilibrium point close to the initial conditions. If this condition occurs, then the system remains stable and there is a minimum and Few critical contingencies do not allow calculating PTRA max and PTRA min when the line was tripped after the fault due to the behavior of the oscillations and loss of synchronism. Those events were presented in the Zone A with the Lines 16-19, 16-21, and 21-22, in Zone B with the Line 2-25, and in Zone C with the Line 28-29.
A disturbance in any part of the system will affect the rotor angles of the generators, and thereby, alter the phase angles of the buses. Thus, the fault must be isolated before the critical time for the system to avoid loss of synchronism and to return to an equilibrium point close to the initial conditions. If this condition occurs, then the system remains stable and there is a minimum and maximum angle that the system can reach. Therefore, Figure 4 shows the oscillation of the voltage angles measured at all buses during six seconds after a three-phase fault in Line 4-5 and close to bus 5. For this case, the fault is started at 0 seconds and removed at t 1 = 0.17 seconds, which represents the critical fault clearance time.
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If a maximum or minimum relative angle threshold is violated, then some control actions can be applied, such as disconnecting generation in the accelerated area in t 3 = 0.81 s or load shedding in the decelerated area in t 2 = 0.77 s. Those are the predicted times with the transient stability analysis and correspond with an early response to critical events.
In comparison with the angles of the buses (Figure 4 ), these are opposite to the relative angles ( Figure 5) , where maximum and minimum limits can be clearly observed in the time. Thus, this demonstrates the advantage of using the COI and RA for a more accurate prediction. Figure 6 shows the behavior of the power system with the speed of the machines, where Area 1 is accelerating (dotted line). However, the area does not have the same acceleration rate of the other plants and the relative angle moves in the inverse direction of other angles.
For example, when the short circuit occurs in Zone 1, although the mechanical power is higher than the electric power, the rotors of machines in Area 1 accelerate; however, the speed of the reference machine (Area 2) has an acceleration rate greater than the Area 1, and although an accelerating torque is exerted on the shaft of area 1, the angle begins to decrease. With the elimination of the fault, the electric power tries to be equal to the mechanical power, but the rotor continues accelerating because the mechanical power continues being greater than the electrical power and the synchronous speed continues being greater than the rotor speed of Area 1 until Area 1 stores enough kinetic energy and equals the speed of Area 1 and the reference area. Thus, the angle decreases to the minimum point. As mechanical power is greater to the electric power, the angle begins to grow while trying to equal the oscillation of the system. The following scenario shows that after the PTRA is violated, the system suffers a synchronism loss. Thus, Figure 7 shows the computation of the relative angle of each area for a three-phase fault on Line 4-5, close to Bus 5. In this case, the same scenario of Figure 5 is presented, but the PTRA is reached and exceeded; then, the power system was conducted to a loss of synchronism. The fault and the line were removed from the operation at t*1 = 0.19 s, which is greater than the critical time of 0.17 s.
Although the power system attempts to return to an equilibrium point in the stable zone, it fails to maintain the operation, and after some seconds, the operation starts accelerating the generators' rotor angles. Herein, it is important to highlight that the slopes of the relative angle oscillations are more inclined with respect to the critical time obtained in Figure 5 . Thus, the limits and corresponding to the predefined thresholds are violated simultaneously for the oscillation at t4 = 0.56 Figure 6 shows the behavior of the power system with the speed of the machines, where Area 1 is accelerating (dotted line). However, the area does not have the same acceleration rate of the other plants and the relative angle moves in the inverse direction of other angles.
For example, when the short circuit occurs in Zone 1, although the mechanical power is higher than the electric power, the rotors of machines in Area 1 accelerate; however, the speed of the reference machine (Area 2) has an acceleration rate greater than the Area 1, and although an accelerating torque is exerted on the shaft of area 1, the angle begins to decrease. With the elimination of the fault, the electric power tries to be equal to the mechanical power, but the rotor continues accelerating because the mechanical power continues being greater than the electrical power and the synchronous speed continues being greater than the rotor speed of Area 1 until Area 1 stores enough kinetic energy and equals the speed of Area 1 and the reference area. Thus, the angle decreases to the minimum point. As mechanical power is greater to the electric power, the angle begins to grow while trying to equal the oscillation of the system. Figure 6 shows the behavior of the power system with the speed of the machines, where Area 1 is accelerating (dotted line). However, the area does not have the same acceleration rate of the other plants and the relative angle moves in the inverse direction of other angles.
Although the power system attempts to return to an equilibrium point in the stable zone, it fails to maintain the operation, and after some seconds, the operation starts accelerating the generators' rotor angles. Herein, it is important to highlight that the slopes of the relative angle oscillations are more inclined with respect to the critical time obtained in Figure 5 . Thus, the limits and corresponding to the predefined thresholds are violated simultaneously for the oscillation at t4 = 0.56 The following scenario shows that after the PTRA is violated, the system suffers a synchronism loss. Thus, Figure 7 shows the computation of the relative angle of each area for a three-phase fault on Line 4-5, close to Bus 5. In this case, the same scenario of Figure 5 is presented, but the PTRA is reached and exceeded; then, the power system was conducted to a loss of synchronism. The fault and the line were removed from the operation at t* 1 = 0.19 s, which is greater than the critical time of 0.17 s.
Although the power system attempts to return to an equilibrium point in the stable zone, it fails to maintain the operation, and after some seconds, the operation starts accelerating the generators' rotor angles. Herein, it is important to highlight that the slopes of the relative angle oscillations are more inclined with respect to the critical time obtained in Figure 5 . Thus, the limitsθ high andθ low corresponding to the predefined thresholds are violated simultaneously for the oscillation at t 4 = 0.56 s, demonstrating that both can be used as indicators to know the events that will end in the unstable zone. Besides, it is important to highlight that a loss of synchronism is presented in this scenario a few seconds after returning to the stability zone, which requires control actions after this condition is predicted.
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The fault of each disturbance presented in the table corresponds to the critical time where the system remains stable. In the table, some control actions were considered when the system tended to be unstable, such as generation disconnection or load shedding. These events were controlled by applying power balances to maintain synchronism. 
Case Study on the IEEE 118-Bus Power System
To verify the proposed method, the IEEE 118-bus power system, shown in Figure 10 , was used. The test system consists of 54 synchronous machines with IEEE type-1 exciters, 20 of them are synchronous compensators used only to supply reactive power and 15 of them are motors. There are 172 buses, 185 transmission lines, 76 transformers, and 91 constant impedance loads, which consume in total 3668 MW and 1438 MVA [22] . Three-phase faults were considered as contingencies with different clearing time and locations. In the studies, it was assumed that all generators were observable by PMU. Wide-area measurement system (WAMS) were simulated by commercial software that can export the operation states of all generators at every 0.01 s, including voltage angles of buses, rotor angle, rotor speed, electrical power output, and mechanical power output. For this system, a total of 551 simulations were considered, with unit commitment, load changes of −5% and +10%, and random locations of faults in transmission lines with values between 10% and 90% of the line length. Table 3 shows the minimum and maximum PTRA of each zone. As in the previous system, each generation plant represents an area, which is supposed to be composed of three generation units. After analyzing and characterizing the system with its respective oscillations, three zones were found with their respective maximum and minimum relative angles (PTRA). 
To verify the proposed method, the IEEE 118-bus power system, shown in Figure 10 , was used. The test system consists of 54 synchronous machines with IEEE type-1 exciters, 20 of them are synchronous compensators used only to supply reactive power and 15 of them are motors. There are 172 buses, 185 transmission lines, 76 transformers, and 91 constant impedance loads, which consume in total 3668 MW and 1438 MVA [22] . Three-phase faults were considered as contingencies with different clearing time and locations. In the studies, it was assumed that all generators were observable by PMU. Wide-area measurement system (WAMS) were simulated by commercial software that can export the operation states of all generators at every 0.01 s, including voltage angles of buses, rotor angle, rotor speed, electrical power output, and mechanical power output. For this system, a total of 551 simulations were considered, with unit commitment, load changes of −5% and +10%, and random locations of faults in transmission lines with values between 10% and 90% of the line length. Table 3 shows the minimum and maximum PTRA of each zone. As in the previous system, each generation plant represents an area, which is supposed to be composed of three generation units. After analyzing and characterizing the system with its respective oscillations, three zones were found with their respective maximum and minimum relative angles (PTRA). Figure 10 . IEEE 118-bus power system [22] . Figure 10 . IEEE 118-bus power system [22] . Figure 11a shows the voltage angle curves of each bus where each generation plant was coupled (simulating a PMU), by considering a fault in Line 49-66C1 (Zone B). For this line, the critical clearing time was 300 ms to maintain a stable operation in the post-transient period. In contrast, a three-phase fault was carried out on the same line with starting at 0.7 s (t 1 ) and cleared after 350ms (t 2 = 1.05 s). The results show that Areas 31 and 12 exceed the PTRA of Zone B as shown in Figure 11b , and in a second oscillation the system loses synchronism as shown in the voltage angles of buses at each area in Figure 11a . As shown previously, without control actions the system violates the limits even a little before clearing the fault and loses synchronism. Now, the control action executed at t3 = 1.2 s (which considers time delays of communications, as the limit is exceeded 180ms), to avoid the loss of synchronism and to stabilize the system as shows in Figure 12 . As Areas 31 and 12 move away by their acceleration rate lower than the rest of areas, then load shedding actions are required to maintain synchronism. Then, only loads in Buses 31, 12, 1, and 11, which are close to the generation areas that exceed the minimum PTRA (Areas 12 and 31), are shed by 50%. It is evident how the proposed method is effective enough to maintain the synchronism of a power system. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have demonstrated how the predefined thresholds of relative angles obtained with offline simulations and the relative angles obtained during the online operation with PMUs are very useful to monitor and predict transient stability under real-time operation. All tests were performed on the New England 39-bus and IEEE 118-bus power systems under different contingencies and control actions applied at the predicted time. We obtained that the COI identifies how the generators oscillate with respect to general balance of the power system, identifying the areas As shown previously, without control actions the system violates the limits even a little before clearing the fault and loses synchronism. Now, the control action executed at t 3 = 1.2 s (which considers time delays of communications, as the limit is exceeded 180ms), to avoid the loss of synchronism and to stabilize the system as shows in Figure 12 . As Areas 31 and 12 move away by their acceleration rate lower than the rest of areas, then load shedding actions are required to maintain synchronism. Then, only loads in Buses 31, 12, 1, and 11, which are close to the generation areas that exceed the minimum PTRA (Areas 12 and 31), are shed by 50%. It is evident how the proposed method is effective enough to maintain the synchronism of a power system. As shown previously, without control actions the system violates the limits even a little before clearing the fault and loses synchronism. Now, the control action executed at t3 = 1.2 s (which considers time delays of communications, as the limit is exceeded 180ms), to avoid the loss of synchronism and to stabilize the system as shows in Figure 12 . As Areas 31 and 12 move away by their acceleration rate lower than the rest of areas, then load shedding actions are required to maintain synchronism. Then, only loads in Buses 31, 12, 1, and 11, which are close to the generation areas that exceed the minimum PTRA (Areas 12 and 31), are shed by 50%. It is evident how the proposed method is effective enough to maintain the synchronism of a power system. 
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In this paper, we have demonstrated how the predefined thresholds of relative angles obtained with offline simulations and the relative angles obtained during the online operation with PMUs are very useful to monitor and predict transient stability under real-time operation. All tests were performed on the New England 39-bus and IEEE 118-bus power systems under different contingencies and control actions applied at the predicted time. We obtained that the COI identifies how the generators oscillate with respect to general balance of the power system, identifying the areas that are most close to the loss of synchronism. The RA and the PTRA help monitor and predict instability of the power system with enough time to respond to oscillations.
Furthermore, the simulations indicate the possibility to apply early control actions, such as load shedding or generation tripping, to maintain synchronism conditions in the power grid after faults. All of this is based on data from PMUs. In the implementation conducted, the power system security was improved by early detection of instability and not only by the classical stability criterion acting at the last moment. In addition, the proposed method allows an economic benefit for those generators dispatched at low price in terms of security constraints. The results presented in this paper point to a new way of managing and controlling transient stability based on RAs. In addition, the disconnection of electrical machines with higher RAs is not necessary to prevent power system instability; as a better economic option, other machines with lower RAs, but coherent manner with machines with higher RAs can be disconnected.
In future work, we will endeavor to obtain better indices for monitoring the transient stability and adjusting the control method in order to mitigate the power system oscillations of areas with the minimum power generation or load to disconnect. Our research shows that some buses vary in a coherent manner with very close values; therefore, in future work, it will be useful to propose a methodology to identify and group coherent nodes to reduce the number of PMUs used for obtaining data. On the other hand, it would be appropriate to study the optimal power flow (OPF) that guarantees the best power transfers between areas, in order to decrease angular separations and increase critical clearing times of three-phase faults. Finally, it will be useful to propose algorithms that estimate the operation state as a complement of the data obtained with PMUs and to study the impact of communication delays over RA calculation and control actions. Funding: This research received no external funding.
